MMR-genes NER-genes In this simplified example, 2 signaling components and 1 response marker make up the "signaling space". These can separately be plotted as time-course plots (as tradi-tionally done and shown left panels) or can be plotted in multidimensional "data space" (top middle panels). Further reduction of the data space can be achieved by identification of principle components (PCs), which are defined as latent axes that maximally capture the variance in the dataset. When signaling vectors are regressed against response vectors, the PC-space can be used to identify co-variation between molecular signals and corresponding cellular responses (shown in bottom right panel). Our data space was comprised of 6,336 signaling vectors (6 metrics * 22 signals * 3 timeframes * 4 cell lines * 2 duplicates * 2 concentrations) and 288 response vectors (6 responses * 3 timeframes * 4 cell lines * 2 duplicates * 2 concentrations). 
